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Components of Travel Insurance
Typical travel insurance policies are designed to mitigate the usual challenges we face when we’re on the road. These 
include:

» Trip cancellations and interruptions: A family emergency, a sudden illness, or an unforeseen work commitment
can derail the most meticulous travel plans. The trip cancellation component in travel insurance coverage ensures
that travelers don’t suffer financially for these unexpected turns by providing compensation for otherwise non-
refundable expenses.

» Lost baggage: Arriving at a foreign destination without your luggage is worrisome and infuriating. The baggage
protection component alleviates at least the financial distress by providing funds to replace lost items and purchase
essentials.

» Emergency medical coverage: Falling ill or getting injured in unfamiliar surroundings can be daunting. Beyond the
immediate health concerns, medical bills, especially in countries with high healthcare costs, can escalate quickly.
This component of travel insurance gives travelers the protection they need.

» Medical evacuation and repatriation: Medical emergencies can call for treatment that is not available locally.
Medical evacuation covers the costs associated with transporting patients to facilities that can address their needs.
And, in the event a traveler dies, repatriation coverage will ensure the body gets back home.

» Car rentals: Your travel insurance coverage can cover the cost of damages to rental vehicles and other property
along with the medical expenses of traffic accidents.

World travel can be a passport to adventure, discovery, and wonderful memories. But it also entails risks that can 
turn a dream vacation into an ordeal characterized by worry and unnecessary expense. For international travelers, 
travel insurance can make the difference between hitting small bumps and spinning out of control far from home.

Travel puts us face-to-face with the unknown. With travel insurance, the traveler pays a premium to an insurance 
company that agrees to cover specific financial losses that might arise on the trip, from inconveniences like lost or 
delayed baggage to urgent medical evacuations. 

Comprehensive travel insurance typically costs between 4% and 10% of the total cost of your travel. This cost is 
best viewed as a bulwark against needless worry and expense when things don’t go as planned.

The Case for International Travel Insurance
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Types of Travel Insurance
Although travel insurance coverage varies depending on the policyholders’ needs, preferences, and the nature of their 
journey, it falls into two broad categories.

1. Package plans: These provide a broad spectrum of coverage. From trip cancellations and baggage misadventures
to sometimes dire financial implications of medical emergencies, package plans cover it all.

2. Travel medical plans: This covers medical treatments and vacations, travel medical plans are especially pertinent
for destinations with inherent health risks and high costs for uninsured visitors.

And, while many prefer to purchase insurance for specific trips, frequent travelers can buy yearly coverage for multiple 
journeys.
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Travel Insurance and Credit Cards
Before comparing standalone travel insurance policies, see if what’s already in your wallet provides the coverage you’re 
looking for. While premium credit cards sometimes provide travel insurance, the coverage can be pretty basic. In that 
case, you may want to supplement it with separate coverages that address all your needs.

Financial Advisors Can Help Decode Travel Insurance
Travel insurance is daunting, even for seasoned travelers. A financial advisor can help by providing not just a list of 
options for travel coverage, but a deep dive into your specific travel needs and preferences. 

Advisors come in handy because they’re trained to cut through jargon, flag hidden clauses or onerous conditions, and 
provide objective assessments. They also take account of non-refundable costs, destination-specific risks as well as 
your pre-existing health conditions and risk profile. 

The Result
Tailored advice, optimized to your situation, to ensure you strike the right balance between cost and coverage.

It’s easy to view travel insurance as an unnecessary cost. However, when unforeseen disruptions strike, travel insurance 
goes from dubious expenditure to unquestionable benefit.

For travelers, the safety net of travel insurance makes exploration less fretful and a lot more fun.
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Evaluating the Need for Travel Insurance
Deciding about travel insurance calls for examining several factors:

» The purpose of your trip: You might want travel insurance for an exotic and expensive overseas expedition, but not
for a spontaneous weekend getaway two towns away.

» Your health status: Having chronic conditions calls for travel insurance. Navigating foreign healthcare systems
without a financial buffer can be frustrating and expensive.

» Risk tolerance: Everyone views risk through different lenses. Some take a cautious approach and automatically opt
for travel coverage. Others are more willing to roll the dice, wagering against potential mishaps.




